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ABSTRACT 
The data collection period at Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory, 
Franklin, North Carolina, terminated on March 31, 1962, at which 
time 105 rolls of raindrop data had been obtained from this loca-
tion. Present plans call for dismantling this camera to return it 
to Illinois during the coming months. The camera will be rein-
stalled on the East Central Illinois Raingage Network. 
A resume' is given of the computer program to determine the 
collision efficiency between two water droplets under the influence 
of electrical forces due to charged drops. This research was 
initiated because the drop size data indicated coalescence-type 
distributions. It was felt that the importance of these distri-
butions in the rain mechanisms warranted further study of the 
manner In which they were generated. Progress reports of the 
raindrop data collection programs and the data analysis aspects 
are presented. 
PUBLICATIONS, LECTURES, REPORTS, AND CONFERENCES 
Dr. Helmut Weickmann from the U. S. Army Signal and Research 
Development Laboratories visited this laboratory on January 21, 
1962. The status of this contract and future plans for research 
under this contract were discussed. It was agreed that the col-
lection of raindrop data from the New Jersey and North Carolina 
sites be discontinued In the spring of this year. The cameras 
will be reinstalled in the East Central Illinois Raingage Network 
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along a line perpendicular to the normal or average storm track. 
In this way, the drop size variability within an individual thun-
derstorm complex may be evaluated. A knowledge of the rainfall 
amounts around the vicinity of the drop cameras may be assessed 
from the 49 raingages already installed. The CPS-9 radar will be 
used to monitor the area and so locate the cells within the storm 
complex and their relative relationship to the line of drop cameras. 
The streak camera will also be included in the line of drop cameras. 
A paper on the raindrop size distributions from individual 
storms by Miyuki Fujiwara has been submitted to the Journal of 
Atmospheric Sciences for publication. The Technical Report en-
titled "Raindrop Size Distribution with Rainfall Types and Weather 
Conditions," submitted as Research Report No. 8, is awaiting con-
currence from IT. S. Army Signal Research and Development Laboratories 
for printing. Research Report No. 9B entitled "Raindrop Size Dis-
tribution Data at Miami, Florida", is awaiting concurrence in printing. 
RAINDROP CAMERAS 
Island Beach, New Jersey 
During this period, 13 rolls of drop size data were received 
from Island Beach. Transmissometer data has been obtained for a 
large part of this period, although a part of the transmissometer 
record was interrupted by difficulties with the instrument. The 
projection lamp on the transmissometer has been changed and ad-
justments have been made to place the instrument back in normal 
operation. The raindrop camera appears to have weathered the 
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severe storm of the eastern seaborad coast during March. This 
installation will be dismantled and returned to Illinois for re-
furbishing and for reinstallation in Illinois during May of 1962. 
Franklin, North Carolina 
During the period, 19 rolls of raindrop camera data were 
obtained from the North Carolina location and there have been no 
difficulties with the equipment. The data collection at this in-
stallation was terminated as of March 31, 1962, and the camera will 
be dismantled and returned to Illinois in April of 1962. This 
eamera will be set out on the East Central Illinois Raingage Net-
work during the summer of 1962. During the period of operation 
in North Carolina 105 rolls of raindrop data have been obtained. 
This data has been distributed normally with respect to the months 
of the year so that adequate samples for all types of precipitation 
in North Carolina have been obtained. 
Champaign, Illinois 
The raindrop camera which was set up at the University of 
Illinois Airport in Champaign has not been operated during the 
period. This camera will be moved to the East Central Illinois 
Raingage Network. The streak camera which has been located at 
the Survey's Meteorology Laboratory will also be moved out to the 
East Central Illinois Raingage Network, The streak camera will be 
placed approximately 100 meters from one of the raindrop cameras 
and it will be used for data collection as well as for continued 
evaluation of the technique. 
   DATA
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 ANALYSIS 
Raindrop Data Reduction 
During the period, 19 rolls of raindrop data have been measured 
and preliminary calculations performed. Nine of these rolls of 
film were from the Island Beach installation and 10 from the North 
Carolina installation. The preliminary analysis of this data has 
been performed on an IBM 650 computer. This computer has been 
scheduled by the University of Illinois to be replaced by an IBM 
7090 computer in August of 1962. The new computer will not be 
compatible with the 650, and therefore the programs used in pre-
liminary processing of data will have to be re-written for the 
new computer. Some work has been accomplished in re-writing these 
programs. 
Electrostatic Forces Between Two Charged Drops 
As a part of the general determination of coalescence distri-
butions, it was noted that information was lacking concerning the 
effects of electrostatic forces in determining the collision ef-
ficiencies which are necessary in computing the coalescence dis-
tributions. In order to evaluate more precisely the effects of 
electrostatic forces on the collision efficiency, a computer pro-
gram was written to determine the electrostatic forces between 
two charged drops. 
To determine the electrostatic forces between drops, they are 
assumed to be spherical conductors. If the two charged conductors 
come close to each other, the electric charges on them are 
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redistributed so as to satisfy Laplace's equation. In the case 
of spheres, the electrostatic equations can be solved by the image 
method instead of solving Laplace's equation. 
Let qo and be the initial charges on two drops, A and B, 
whose radii are a and b, respectively. The locations of each 
point charges qs, are expressed by the distances xs, from 
the center of the separation of the two drops, where primed value 
always refers to sphere B. Now let us consider that both drops 
are geometrical spheres and that the spheres can be considered 
good conductors. Therefore, the potential at any point on the 
surface of the sphere is equal. The assumption of the water 
sphere being considered as a good conductor can be readily justi-
fied by considering the relaxation time of an isolated charge 
placed in a water body. The relaxation time, would be 
second 
where is the dielectric constant and is the volume conduc-
tivity. This means that for time periods long compared to the 
water acts as a conductor. The effect of qo on the potential on 
sphere B is compensated by putting an image charge at the loca-
tion where 
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The disturbance of the field on sphere A by the new image charge 
on B can be compensated by putting q2 in A at the location x2, 
where 
This is done successively for the further compensation. It must 
be done also starting from 
Thus, the successive considerations of the image charges in-
crease the total charge on the sphere. The condition assumed is 
that the total charges on each sphere are kept constant. The ad-
justment of the total charges to satisfy this condition can be 
accomplished by Equation 7. Consequently, the equations for cal-
culation are given as follows in general forms. 
The resultant force, P, between charged spheres, A and B, is 
given by the* sum of the coulombic forces between all the point 
charges thus obtained, which are given on both spheres; 
where are the -th and m-th image charges on A and B, re-
spectively, are the locations as defined previously. 
Therefore, from Equation 1 and 2, 
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where are resultant charges at the center adjusted by images 
of the spheres A and B, respectively. Since and are 
always smaller than 1, Equation 4 shows that the Image charges 
decrease as m and n increase. 
The locations of the images are described as: 
where are the quantities which are determined by only 
the geometrical factors and are defined as 
If the charge on one sphere gets an excess, this can be can-
celled by adding at the center of the sphere without dis-
turbing the condition that the potential gradient along the sur-
face is maintained at zero. However, it is convenient and safe 
to adjust the excess (or deficit) charge after obtaining all qm, 
of Equation 4 with arbitrary Thus, are given 
through the following equations: 
and 
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where N represents the number of images required, and where qo 
and are the initial net charge on the spheres. 
In practice, the calculations are terminated after some number 
of images instead of infinity. The convergence speed largely de-
pends upon the distance between the two drops. 
When the separation interval of the two drops is in the order 
of magnitude of ten times their size, only five images for each 
side are sufficient for the calculation of F; however, it requires 
more than 100 images on each side for the same accuracy when the 
separation of two drops becomes as small as 1/100 of the radius 
of the drops. In programming for the Illiac automatic digital 
computer, the maximum number of the images taken was 107 on each 
side. For each case, the magnitudes of are checked to see 
if they have diminished to such a small quantity that round off 
errors are important. 
The program was written to avoid the accumulation of round 
off error in the calculation of Equation 3, as well as for auto-
matic adjusting of the scales to get higher accuracies. 
The various conditions for which calculations were obtained 
are listed as: 
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1. The radius, b, of the larger sphere, B, is constant 
2. The ratio of the radii of smaller sphere A and larger 
sphere B is 
3. The separation between the surfaces of the two spheres 
is 
for 
4. The ratio of the charges on the two spheres is 
The complete results are shown in Table 1 in which the first 
column shows the quantity Fij defined as 
where is the attractive force in dynes between two 
drops and DL (cm) = the diameter of the larger drop 
q (e.s.u) = the electric charge on the smaller drop 
The values of (SCP), which are produced by the automatic scale 
adjustment written into the program for better accuracy, are 
given in the second column of Table 1. 
Two examples of the nondimensional attractive forces, F' as 
a function of separation, are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. F' 
is defined by 
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-021642737040 
+000003301608 
+000011006745 
+000031495216 
+000068504169 
+000079346712 
-000143164078 
-001268074731 
-005240163367 
-016413549019 
-041932360833 
+000003309879 
+000011015614 
+000031667176 
+000069005395 
+000078419205 
-000159780302 
-001431077570 
-006256459765 
-022174983198 
-067287915503 
+000003292778 
+000011097840 
+0000317276l4 
+000069137088 
+000077999375 
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J=+0 
J=+1 
Fij -000171003734 
-001517060347 
-006900396987 
-026336660310 
-090160776978 
+000003293251 
+000011019829 
+000031867559 
+000069256002 
+000077512164 
-000174761022 
-001567354659 
-007263525760 
-029063213400 
-107835851435 
+000005544656 
+000016151904 
+000037659840 
+000066581386 
+000090903126 
+000105496696 
+000114114830 
+000119137103 
+000126023231 
+000062747815 
+000005883303 
+000018375844 
+000047692120 
+000092285331 
+000122631196 
+0001026l86l3 
+000022144764 
-000133572097 
-000395000892 
-000776113617 
+000006155613 
+000020038093 
+000054415354 
+000106640735 
+000112316360 
-000071423503 
-000562113936 
-001419281512 
-002805678267 
-004910228781 
+000006348095 
+000021021275 
SCF 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
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J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+5 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+8 
Fij +000057979909 
+000113321286 
+000080881537 
-000357477571 
-001704649128 
-004371672698 
-008782050842 
-015658762439 
+000006486636 
+000021455602 
+000059844690 
+000116429879 
+000051852916 
-000658953590 
-003196891903 
-009372162600 
-020930084193 
-039738934393 
+000006546263 
+000021686395 
+000060886909 
+000117857846 
+000032196991 
-000877469894 
-004646486876 
-015657739217 
-041084764853 
-087479238489 
+000006604059 
+000021952455 
+000061243914 
+000118516436 
+000019724110 
-001025645342 
-005675452388 
-021510480314 
-066236297167 
-168837210480 
+000006581216 
+000021950960 
+000061703358 
+000118850508 
+000012255055 
-001096010783 
-006242375150 
-025773656023 
-089804168405 
-268079917394 
SCF 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
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J=+7 
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J=+9 
I=+1 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+5 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+2 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+0 
J=+4 
J=+5 
J=+6 
J=+7 
Fij +000006583505 
+000021979311 
+000061773590 
+000119049775 
+000010609570 
-001135377113 
-006623888079 
-028494888291 
-106985855393 
-364417998502 
+000006583545 
+000021944910 
+000061732168 
+000119129792 
+000006714250 
-001165255138 
-006891449804 
-029846876994 
-117444004773 
-433808680460 
+000002768771 
+000008047586 
+000018618579 
+000032007401 
+000041l67679 
+000042752694 
+000035904008 
+000021245320 
-000008876166 
-000057411295 
+000002947269 
+000009193127 
+000023132543 
+000040146977 
+000034924886 
-000026895417 
-000156789867 
-000389419574 
-000748358998 
-001358904716 
+000003092817 
+000009938802 
+000025968104 
+000042557478 
-000001875313 
-000242516520 
-000796658880 
-001749246365 
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-15 
-15 
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J=+9 
l=+3 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+5 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+4 
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J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+7 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+5 
Fij 
-003258535666 
-005527672743 
+000012719334 
+000010412587 
+000027535338 
+000042221352 
-000050697978 
-000553920734 
-001961219139 
-004699966154 
-009124374283 
-016034079741 
+000012935125 
+000010072182 
+000028370272 
+000041463216 
-000089091209 
-000871284057 
-003401851691 
-009658496242 
-021232738120 
-040172357192 
+000003273086 
+000010760988 
+000028765115 
+000041273375 
-000115366474 
-001098243523 
-004953383841 
-015921018734 
-041479688723 
-088467747115 
+000013126020 
+000010872409 
+000028970425 
+000163466077 
-000128125168 
-001252114231 
-005900897602 
-021919855417 
-066117001086 
-168375409423 
+000013146419 
+000043323133 
+000029110797 
+000040363569 
-0001358532049 
-001334417346 
SCF 
-15 
-15 
-17 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-17 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
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J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+8 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+3 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+9 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+3 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
K=+5 
I=+0 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+5 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+6 
J=+9 
I=+1 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+3 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+2 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
Fij -006584020372 
-025988841840 
-089800019072 
-207569060587 
+000013151043 
+000010884803 
+000116425756 
+000040092620 
-000140049807 
-001370245317 
-006945571162 
-028588695808 
-106401110434 
-361879109372 
+000013151232 
+000043487937 
+000116623512 
+000161982247 
-000145236883 
-001398891010 
-007203623556 
-030246130096 
-116040683035 
-435056951326 
-000002801329 
-000008588057 
-000023528974 
-000059558222 
-000134552098 
-000265255087 
-000477070102 
-000622188891 
-001378128905 
-002286670595 
-0C0000775433 
-000009646834 
-000025993271 
-000059460943 
-000116037114 
-000202478328 
-000329140981 
-00032b028115 
-000853437175 
-001393051236 
-000003210582 
-000010327256 
-000028838740 
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J=+4 
J=+5 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+6 
J=+9 
I=+7 
J=+0 
Fij 
-000066755856 
-000126528568 
-000210250058 
-000323763627 
-000490705874 
-000746326012 
-001178519840 
-000003252579 
-000010710162 
-000030598831 
-000072860503 
-000143469077 
-000243939408 
-000397834092 
-000634566344 
-001014704138 
-001589156756 
-000003277273 
-000010893353 
-000031710213 
-000076707807 
-000155587215 
-000280585460 
-000507111612 
-000945824126 
-001714023612 
-002865335537 
-000003294870 
-000011003242 
-000032339160 
-000078831621 
-000162229506 
-000305342340 
-000611621910 
-001335951631 
-002974915278 
-005853596869 
-000003293677 
-000011092903 
-000032608910 
-000080262676 
-000166l69102 
-000318489405 
-000679971838 
-001720063161 
-004515057559 
-010897623190 
-000003297271 
SCF 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
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J=+5 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+1 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+5 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
Fij 
-000011090227 
-000032880238 
-000080802693 
-000108497279 
-000325337181 
-000722036239 
-001994364382 
-006024184306 
-017186018258 
-000003307650 
-000011176833 
-000032772736 
-000081087024 
-000168124974 
-000330690322 
-000748022656 
-002152975983 
-007080860058 
-023232743377 
-000003302201 
-000011120535 
-000032966451 
-000081070673 
-000169837582 
-000333442364 
-000763589183 
-002244051362 
-007742660513 
-027522499164 
-000005577202 
-000016727614 
-000043394419 
-000098741773 
-000200487204 
-000368265797 
-000634566163 
-001060883620 
-001746055987 
-002851806012 
-000006195749 
-000019216275 
-000051193698 
-000114816987 
-000217570248 
-000372482125 
-000596585838 
-000944682663 
-001496292352 
SCF 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
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-11 
-11 
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J=+5 
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J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+6 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+5 
J=+6 
Fij 
-00236949 7117 
-000006413669 
-000020580299 
-000058001291 
-000134396249 
-000262463o38 
-000459140447 
-000751976080 
-001143313284 
-00183984459 7 
-002847124231 
-00000047338 7 
-000021362699 
-000061589350 
-00014968 3799 
-000309240082 
-000580659 744 
-001073280921 
-001898 782886 
-003189019579 
-00499526 7920 
-00000O517439 
-00002183468 7 
-000063992422 
-000157532877 
-000339606844 
-000696165844 
-001486500289 
-003150919 732 
-006172696054 
-0109O2777094 
-000006552098 
-000021973396 
-000065172626 
-000162032913 
-000358145455 
-0007708058 51 
-001881549440 
-004721532925 
-011259 333558 
-022931240479 
-000006590129 
-000022254699 
-000065679673 
-000164555240 
-000366231950 
-000822091672 
-002135018 720 
SCF 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
-13 
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-13 
-13 
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J=+4 
J=+5 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+8 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+5 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+9 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+5 
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J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
K=+7 
I=+0 
J=+0 
J=+1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
J=+4 
J=+5 
J=+6 
J=+7 
J=+8 
J=+9 
I=+1 
J=+0 
J = + 1 
J=+2 
J=+3 
Fij 
-006194312027 
-017487228954 
-043069699608 
-000006617491 
-000022227508 
-000066000779 
-000166029300 
-000372644461 
-000845031580 
-002311610453 
-007306503685 
-023264326512 
-068152532865 
-000006606762 
-000022322944 
-000066089735 
-000166799797 
-000373551358 
-000862217481 
-002418774944 
-007888826549 
-027404049026 
-091387884284 
-000006600454 
-000022237362 
-000066216282 
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FIG. I 
ATTRACTIVE FORCES BETWEEN TWO CHARGED SPHERES IN TERMS OF INTERVAL 
OF SEPARATION BETWEEN THE SPHERES. 
FIG. 2 
ATTRACTIVE FORCES BETWEEN TWO CHARGED SPHERES IN TERMS OF INTERVAL 
OF SEPARATION BETWEEN THE SPHERES. 
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where f is the attractive force in dynes and b is the radius of 
the larger drop, B, in cm and qo is the electric charge on the 
smaller drop, A, in e.s.u. 
It is shown from these curves that the force becomes attrac-
tive between two drops even if they have the same sign of charge 
when drops are sufficiently close together and the attractive 
force increases asymptotically with the approach of the drops to 
one another. This asymptotical increase of the attractive force 
is also true, of course, with oppositely charged drops. The strong 
attractive force of this kind will be more important in the, mechan-
ism of the coalescence when they collide than in the collision 
cross section, since usually the strong attractive force is ob-
tained only when they come very close. Coalesoence will occur in 
preference to bouncing when the drops are charged. 
The region of the attractive force between drops of the same 
signed charge is larger with small drop ratios (a/b) and also with 
the larger charge on the small sphere A. 
Program for Determining Collision Coefficients Between Electrically 
Charged Raindrops During Their Free Falls 
After having obtained the electrostatic forces between charged 
drops, the equations of motion for a droplet in a fluid stream have 
been used to determine the collision efficiencies for droplets of 
various sizes. Although this program is still being computed and 
specific results will be reported in the future, an outline of the 
procedure and the equations which are used to determine the colli-
sion efficiences can be represented at this time. 
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The present work considers the situation in which two drops 
collide, or come in close proximity, in the absence of other drops. 
This allows the larger drop to be considered fixed and the motion 
of the smaller relative to the larger can be examined for collision. 
Two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates are employed with the 
origin located at the center of the larger drop and with the posi-
tive x direction directed toward the undisturbed air flow. The 
assumption of two dimensions is justified by symmetry of the flow 
pattern around the large sphere in the absence of a small sphere. 
No corrections have been attempted to modify this symmetry due to 
the presence of smaller drops. The CGS electrostatic units are 
employed for the calculations of electric force. 
The equation of motion of the smaller drop in the air flow is 
where m = mass of the smaller drop (grams) 
= velocity of the drop (cm/sec) 
= gravitational acceleration, directed along the negative 
x axis, g = 980 cm/sec2 
= drag force on the smaller drop (dyne) 
= electrostatic repulsive force (dyne) 
t = time (sec) 
The drag force is expressed by the following equation under 
the assumption that the air flow around the sphere is steady state 
and the undisturbed flow is spatially uniform. 
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where 
ρ = density of the air (gr/cm3) 
Ds = diameter of smaller drop (cm) 
= velocity of the undisturbed air flow past the drop 
(cm/sec) 
CD = drag force coefficient as a function of R, the 
Reynold's number 
= unit vector directed the same as FD 
Reynolds number, R, for the smaller drop is defined as 
where = viscosity (gr/cm sec) 
FE = force due to the charge on the drops 
When the two drops are far enough apart the attractive force 
between the two drops will be expressed by Coulomb's equation; 
where q, and are the electric charges (in e.s.u.) on the smaller 
and larger drops, respectively, and r is the distance between two 
drops (cm). However, when the separation becomes of a comparable 
magnitude to the size of the drops, Equation 4 does not hold and 
the calculation is performed by the method of images. 
The drag force coefficient acting on a drop which moves in 
still air is obtained experimentally. For the convenience of 
calculation, one simple empirical formula was derived which rep­
resents the empirical values of CD, given by Kinzer and Gunn 
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for an extensive range of R. There are some equations for CD of a 
solid sphere as a function of the Reynold's number. These forms 
are not adequate for the present investigation because of the 
large range of R required. For example, if the equation is a 
power series of R, such as computed by Goldstein,2 it fails when 
R is large compared with unity. The equation proposed and used 
is as follows: 
where a1 = 0.500 
a2 = 0.006 
a3 = 0.270 
a4 = 10-12 
This equation gives a reasonable approximation to CD of the drop 
in the range of air speeds from that of viscous flow (R<1) to the 
aerodynamical incompressible flow (R>4000). 
The data given by Kinzer and Gunn on which this equation is 
based were obtained mainly by the terminal fall velocities of drops 
through still air. The effect of the deformation of the drop and 
the effect of the forced circulation of the water within the drop 
on the drag force coefficient are included as a function of 
Reynold's number, i.e., of the size of the drop. Strictly speaking, 
the generalization of the data of CD as a function of the corre-
sponding Reynold's number will result in some errors when applied 
to a very large drop with high velocity. This would be the case 
which corresponds, in the present paper, to relatively large Ds, 
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with large relative velocity. For this problem, the data of CD 
measured on solid spheres is to be preferred. 
The assumptions that the circulation of water within a drop 
has a negligibly small effect on the airflow pattern near the drop 
and that the drop remains spherical were made for the simplicity 
of calculation. The potential flow, or the viscous flow, was used, 
depending on the Reynold's number. In the viscous flow, Oseen's 
equation was used for Reynold's number greater than one. The 
•potential flow is given by the following equation: 
and 
where the quantity which has a short bar on the top is a nondi-
mensional quantity defined as 
where U = Vx at infinity, 
and 
where DL = diameter of the larger drop (cm). 
The viscous flow is given by the following equation: 
where 
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This is given by the hypothesis of no slipping at the surface 
of the drop where the stream function3 is as follows: 
Extending the range of the viscous flow equations was first accom-
plished theoretically by Oseen using the so-called perturbation 
method of simplifying the equation of the motion of fluid. That 
is, the equation is reduced to 
where p and are pressure and kinematical viscosity, respectively, 
instead of the complete expression for steady motion, 
Goldstein2 has given the complete solution of Equation 24 for a 
sphere with the boundary condition that the fluid does not slip 
at the surface of the sphere. However, Goldstein's results when 
applied to the calculation of CD are valid only in the region R 4. 
Because of the complexity and of the doubt as to the capability of 
the simplified Equation 23 for large Rs, Goldstein's method has 
not been followed. The equation used here is 
where is the angle of the direction of the center of smaller 
drop measured from X axis3. 
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The nondimensional velocities and are calculated as; 
Equation 26 which is a particular solution of Oseen's equations 
satisfies approximately the boundary condition that Vx = 0, Vy = 0 
at the surface of the sphere and that Vx = U at infinity when R is 
small. It can be shown that the discrepancies from the boundary 
condition on the surface at the front side become serious as R 
increases to as large as 10. The use of the equation was there-
fore restricted to in this paper. (28) 
The equation of motion, Equation 14, is reduced to the form 
of the simultaneous 1st order equations, 
where is the scaling factor which is automatically adjusted by 
the program to obtain greater accuracy and to avoid overflow on 
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the arithmetic register of the machine. The reduction of 
Equation 14 to 29 enables us to use the computer library routine 
for the integration. This routine is based on a modified Runge 
Kutta method of numerical solution. 
The quantities fx and fy are the scaled x, y component of 
the force P acting on the smaller drop; F = FD + FE. That is, 
where are maintained as fractions close to the order of 
unity by choice of and the parameters i, p, and q determine 
the magnitude of the ratio, Ds/DL, of the diameters of the smaller 
drop to the larger one, the diameter of the larger drop, DL, and 
the electric charge on the smaller drop, respectively. 
where are the terminal velocity (cm/sec) of the larger drop 
and density (gr/cm3) of the smaller drop, respectively. 
is selected always as larger by 1 than the maximum among 
the three scaling factors 
Thus, 
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This method of choosing makes it possible to maintain the frac-
tions less than 1.0 but keep them as high as possible to avoid 
large round off errors. 
Trajectories of the smaller drop around the larger one for 
each set of the conditions are displayed on the scope of cathode 
ray tube. The trajectories which are displayed were selected so 
that one of them was a collision trajectory and that more than two 
of them passed the larger drop. An example of the trajectories of 
8-micron droplets around a 46-micron collector is shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 4 shows the flow diagram of the completed program. Because 
of insufficient capacity of the fast electronic memory of the 
computer, the electrostatic forces are calculated by a separate 
program and the values Aij are stored in the drum memory, before 
computations on the equation of motion are performed. Interpola-
tions are then executed using the stored Aij to determine the 
attractive force when required in the calculation of each step in 
the numerical solution of the equations of motion, 29 and 30. 
The calculation of the collision coefficient was designed to 
cover as wide a range of initial conditions which will occur in 
rain as possible. A set of parameters were used in order to de-
termine the initial conditions of calculation automatically. Be-
cause of the character of the computer, that is, a fixed point 
binary digit computer, the variables for the initial conditions 
were mostly described by powers of 2. The parameters which de-
scribe the initial conditions of the computation were selected 
as follows: 
FIG. 3 EXAMPLE OF TRAJECTORIES OF 8Μ 
DROPLETS AROUND A 46Μ SPHERE 
FIG. 4 
COMPUTATIONS OF ATTRACTIVE FORCES AND COLLISION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN ELECTRICALLY CHARGED RAINDROPS DURING 
THEIR FREE FALLS (PROBLEM NO. 1813, PROGRAMMED BY MF-MJS) 
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p = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 for the size of the larger drop as 
defined In Table 2. 
q = 0, 1, ----, 20, for the magnitudes of the charge on the 
smaller drop as defined in Table 3. 
k = 0, 1, 2, —, 9, for the ratio of the charge on the 
smaller to that of the larger drop as defined by 
equation (11). 
i = 0, 1, 2, ---, 9, for the ratio of the diameter of 
smaller drop to that of larger drop as defined by 
equation Ds = DL2-i-2 
j = 0, 1 for the density of the air 
The parameter j used here is different from that used In the 
electrostatic force equations. The parameters I and k have the 
same meaning as those defined in the electrostatic force equations, 
0 
1 
2 
3 
D L (cm) 
4.63x10-3 
7.7x10-3 
1.27xl0-2 
2.02x10-2 
Vo (cm/s) 
6.96 
14.6 
53.12 
70.0 
R 
0.3 
1 
4 
10 
TABLE 2 
DL (cm) 
4 6.03xl0-2 
5 2.06x10-1 
6 4.7x10-1 
Vo (cm/s) 
248.0 
660 
895 
R 
100 
1000 
3000 
Terminal velocity, V0, and the Reynold's number for the air-
flow around the sphere which is falling, Vo, are dependent upon 
the air density, j. Values of these quantities shown in Table 2 
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are given for air density at 1 atmospheric pressure. That Is, 
o = 1.198 x 10-3 gr/cm3. 
The electric charge on the smaller drop Qq is given by the 
relation: 
TABLE 3 
ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE ON SMALL DROPLET 
q Qq(e.s.u.) 6 2.158x10-5 
0 1.105x10-2 7 7.629x10-6 
1 3.906x10-3 8 2.697x10-6 
2 1.38lx10-3 9 9.537xl0-7 
3   4.88x10-4  10 3.372x10-7 
4 1.726x10-4 11 1.l92xl0-7 
5 6.104x10-5 
The electric charge on the larger drop is expressed by the 
combination, that is 
The normal value of the air density on the ground and 1/2 of the 
normal value are the only conditions considered. That is, 
For the other variables of Equations 29 and 30, the following 
constants are used: 
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(viscosity of air) = 0.167 x 10-3. (gr/cm sec) 
(density of drop) =1.0 (gr/cm3) 
The method of obtaining the collision coefficients is to de-
termine the critical starting point such that trajectories to one 
side collide and to the other side pass by. The procedure adopted 
finds this critical starting point by trial and error. If the 
first trajectory chosen does not collide with the larger drop, the 
second trajectory is chosen at half the value of former starting 
distance, yo. If this second trajectory does collide, the next 
starting point of the trajectory will be set at the point midway 
between the value of yo for the last collision trajectory and the 
yo for the last passing trajectory. Therefore, the sequence of 
yo so determined will approach the critical starting point unless 
successive trajectories never pass without colliding with the larger 
drop. In this case the machine will set the new yo to twice the 
former yo; but this case is rare in the present calculations. 
Since there are seven trajectories calculated, the accuracy of yo 
will be 2-7 = 0.0078125 unless the initial trajectory collides. 
This magnitude of error corresponds to less than two percent in 
the collision coefficient since the coefficient E is defined as 
It was considered, for the present calculations of the coeffi-
cient, that the accuracy given by seven trajectories is sufficient. 
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Fitting of Raindrop Distributions by Coalescence Equations 
At the suggestion of Dr. Helmut Weickmann of the U. S. Army 
Signal Research & Development Laboratory, the raindrop size dis­
tributions have been considered as a combination of elementary 
coalescence type distributions. The elementary distribution used 
for fitting these equations has been of the form: 
where ND represents the number in a size class of diameter D, 
DO is a number associated with the mode of the distribution, α, 
and β are general fitting parameters. Three methods have been 
investigated to synthesize the raindrop distribution from the 
elementary distributions. First, a graphical method has been 
tried, which consists of plotting the original drop size distri­
butions chosen by experience on the graph and adding them graphi­
cally and comparing with the original distribution. The second 
method consists of applying variate transformations so that the 
resultant distribution becomes linear on a transformed coordinate 
graph and then obtaining the values required in the elementary 
distributions by fitting straight lines to the transformed graphs. 
The third method of fitting the distributions is to attempt to 
equate variances and means from individual elementary distributions 
with displaced means so that the variances and mean locations are 
similar to the original distributions. 
The first two methods are both laborious and time-consuming. 
They have the advantage of yielding a better fitting group of 
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elementary distributions. The criterion for determining the best 
set of elementary distributions as well as the number of elementary 
distributions necessary to obtain a sufficiently good fit has not 
as yet been chosen. A number of methods, such as the average de-
viation of the individual points from the fitted curves, can be 
suggested to provide for this criterion. The third method is 
straightforward analytically but does not yield as precise a result. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The raindrop data collection program has been proceeding 
normally and the cameras have been operating satisfactorily. 
Preliminary calculations of the collision efficiencies of 
charged drops indicate that the effect on the collision efficien-
cies is not extremely large. One of the reasons that this effect 
is so small is that, because of limitations in the method of cal-
culation of fluid forces on the small droplet, we cannot calculate 
for drop size ratios greater than 1/4. In the range of small 
droplets with ratios of less than 1/4, the fluid forces are large 
compared to the electrical forces and so obscure any effects of the 
electrical charges. This assumption was imposed by considerations 
that the fluid field around the large droplet is not influenced 
appreciably by the presence of the small droplet. It is felt that 
this restriction limits the useable ratios of diameters to less 
than 1/4. Apparently, if electrical forces are to be important in 
the collision efficiencies, the droplets must be nearer the same 
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size than these calculated. Calculations of the collision efficien-
cies with this program will be continued, however, and a complete 
report on the resultant collision efficiencies will be made In a 
technical report. 
PROGRAM FOR NEXT INTERVAL 
The raindrop cameras will be returned from both Island Beach, 
New Jersey, and Franklin, North Carolina, during the next period 
and reinstalled on the East Central Illinois Raingage Network. 
The transmissometer from Island Beach will also be installed on 
the East Central Illinois Network on an axis such that the beam 
will pass over at least two of the drop cameras. In this way, a 
more precise idea of the drop size distributions along the trans-
missometer path may be obtained. The CPS-9 radar will be used in 
conjunction with this program. The camera presently installed at 
the University of Illinois Airport will also be moved to the East 
Central Illinois Network. The streak camera, previously reported 
on, will also be moved to the Network and the evaluation of the 
streak camera will be run concurrently with the collection of data. 
The computer program for the calculation of collision effi-
ciencies will be continued. 
The computer programs for routine processing of drop size data 
will be reprogrammed for the new computers being obtained by the 
University of Illinois Digital Computer Laboratory. The former 
programs will not be useable on the new computers. 
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